Telecaster wiring harness

We Ship Worldwide! Sort by. Is it a good idea when a repair shop recommends that a customer
try some do-it-yourself wiring? Erick Coleman's customer rewired a Les Paul, but ran into
trouble. Now Erick's re-rewiring Erick Coleman has a year-old pickup that's nearly dead: It's
making a little bit of sound, but not much. Erick opens it up to find the trouble, and we get a
good view of the guts of this vintage Fender pickup before he rewinds it. In this week's
newsletter, bad sound from a good acoustic guitar pickup: the problem and the solution. Erick
Coleman gets an urgent call on a Friday night: the Heavy Metal band Skeletonwitch needs some
custom pickup work in time to head to Ozzfest in 24 hours! It's surprisingly simple to swap out
your amp's tubes for something different. Tech Matt Clouston walks you through how to change
tubes yourself. Erick Coleman shows tricks you can do with those four colored wires coming
from your humbucker pickups. The multimeter tells Erick Coleman that this pickup is dead, but
nobody told the pickup: it's still playing! This mounting set is for installing mini humbucker
pickups using our Deluxe Mini Humbucker Mounting Rings. Cleaning the electronics gets it
playing again. Erick Coleman's got a guitar with one dead pickup and a volume control that
spins around when you turn the knob. That's trouble. And it's inside a semi-hollowbody guitar -that's double trouble! After 55 years, the original owner sells a Gibson Les Paul Junior because
the pickup's dead. Erick Coleman tells the story of bringing that pickup back to life. Dan
Erlewine does some emergency surgery on an undersaddle transducer in time for it to make it
on stage with Emmylou Harris. Dan Erlewine's fixing nasty-sounding control pots on a
great-looking Supro lap steel from Explore the possibilities of a 6-position toggle switch. Coil
tap, 3-pickups, piezo activation He brings back this great, simple tone tip from repairman Brian
Delaney. An overview of guitar shielding with the Self-Adhesive Shielding Kit, including a list of
required tools. Erick Coleman clears up the confusion about acoustic pickups: separating them
into different types and helping you figure out what's what. Don't ruin your pickup rings by
skipping this step! Dan Erlewine nibbles, files, scrapes and sands to create a curve that
matches the top of his Les Paul. A Fender Telecaster came into our shop recently that plays
great, but whenever a player plugs it in there is some popping and cracking noise and
sometimes there is no signal at all. The retainer clip that the cup and jack are mounted to has
come loose. In this video, Blake demonstrates how to easily install a new retainer clip in a
telecaster using the StewMac Tele Jack Installation Tool. The three basics to keep in mind if you
want your work to be as good or better than the guitar's original wiring. Ever wonder whether a
different capacitor would affect your tone? It's between you and your own ears, nobody else
can tell you what you hear. Erick Coleman's got a simple way to prove to yourself which cap is
the choice for you. Erick answers a customer question about reversing a humbucker's pickups,
and finds that the hardest part is getting the cover off the pickup! Erick Coleman has been
rooting around in the parts drawers at Dan Erlewine's shop, and he's found a s Gibson
patent-sticker humbucker. It would be valuable if somebody hadn't cut off the pickup lead. Erick
shows how to fix that. Lindy Fralin, of Lindy Fralin Pickups, shows how he sets pickup heights.
Lindy shows it's not about measuring, it's about listening. Recorded at last summer's
Northwoods Seminar in Michigan. In our Money Talk series about operating a repair business,
Dan Erlewine tallies up the time and expenses of a profitable pickup installation job. Erick
Coleman responds to a tech call emergency: "This guitar sounds bad, and I'm supposed to
record with it tomorrow night! All wired up, but no sound! In this Trade Secret video, Matt
Brooker helps you troubleshoot. I took another swing at it I almost struck out! These
instructions show you the proper way to hook up your speakers using the pre-wired harnesses.
Dan Erlewine's upgrading an inexpensive guitar with replacement pickups. The job's got to be
done quickly at a low price, so he demonstrates some time-saving tips. Erick Coleman shares
some tips for modifying your guitar wiring: easy mods that give you a new tonal range. Making
new pickups look old: Brand new pickups looked too shiny in this guitar that had seen a lot of
gigs. So Dan Erlewine opened the old pickup and put its cover on the new one. This meant
cutting the solder joint and resoldering. Very sharp and very deep at the same time. I am sold,
they are excellent. Titan of the Tele: Bill Kirchen explains why he flips his control plate
backwards, and shows how he got the famous sounds he recorded on Hot Rod Lincoln. Erick
Coleman's used pickup sounds great, but a broken baseplate makes it useless unless this
bobbin transplant works. If you play a Telecaster, you've probably experienced a loose input
jack. This weeks issue offers two solutions. An introduction to guitar wiring, including how
different components work and how they work together. Erick Coleman installs P soapbar
pickups into the dogear pickup frames on an Epiphone Casino. It's an easy upgrade that makes
a big difference. Lots of low-cost guitars play great, even though the manufacturers cut costs
on hardware and electronics. Swapping out your control pots is an easy mod with big results.
Erick Coleman shows you how to avoid troubleâ€¦. Erick Coleman answers tech questions from
StewMac customers, and here he answers a popular one: How do I soup-up this low-priced

guitar? The simplest possible solution keeps a P pickup from from falling apart. Custom pickup
builder Lindy Fralin explains the reasoning behind and guidelines to wax potting pickups. An
explanation of the different control potentiometers pots and when they are typically used. Our
mobile site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your feedback below Your
Name. Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document. Trade Secrets! Issue April 12, "I wired this
guitar, but it didn't work. Can you fix it? Issue September 12, Telecaster pickup torn down and
rewound Erick Coleman has a year-old pickup that's nearly dead: It's making a little bit of
sound, but not much. Issue August 30, A curious fact: why the s Musicmaster Bass had such a
thin sound Erick Coleman opens up a Fender Musicmaster Bass and is surprised by what he
finds! Issue 7 December 07, Acoustic guitar pickups: installation problems to avoid In this
week's newsletter, bad sound from a good acoustic guitar pickup: the problem and the solution.
Issue November 11, An emergency pickup transplant for Skeletonwitch Erick Coleman gets an
urgent call on a Friday night: the Heavy Metal band Skeletonwitch needs some custom pickup
work in time to head to Ozzfest in 24 hours! Video Chasing Tone? Swapping Amp Vacuum
Tubes It's surprisingly simple to swap out your amp's tubes for something different. Issue
December 08, Coil-cuts: how to hop up your humbuckers Erick Coleman shows tricks you can
do with those four colored wires coming from your humbucker pickups. Issue 89 June 11, Day
of the Zombie: curing an undead Telecaster pickup The multimeter tells Erick Coleman that this
pickup is dead, but nobody told the pickup: it's still playing! Issue 94 August 20, Fishing a
volume control out of a semi-hollowbody for soldering. Issue October 11, Fixing and breaking!
Issue 57 March 20, Fixing an acoustic pickup fastâ€”it has to be onstage in an hour! Issue
October 13, Fixing dirty, scratchy control pots on a Supro lap steel Dan Erlewine's fixing
nasty-sounding control pots on a great-looking Supro lap steel from Video Free-Way Switch
Explore the possibilities of a 6-position toggle switch. Issue 73 October 30, How to choose the
right pickup for your acoustic guitar Erick Coleman clears up the confusion about acoustic
pickups: separating them into different types and helping you figure out what's what. Issue
June 06, How to fit a Les Paul pickup ring to the curved top Don't ruin your pickup rings by
skipping this step! Issue February 20, How to Fix a Noisy Jack in a Telecaster A Fender
Telecaster came into our shop recently that plays great, but whenever a player plugs it in there
is some popping and cracking noise and sometimes there is no signal at all. Issue March 14,
How to get a good clean solder joint! Issue May 09, How to let your ears find the best tone cap
for your guitar Ever wonder whether a different capacitor would affect your tone? Issue 69
September 04, How to open a humbucker and reverse the polarity Erick answers a customer
question about reversing a humbucker's pickups, and finds that the hardest part is getting the
cover off the pickup! Issue 77 December 25, How to rewind a Strat pickup Erick Coleman shows
how to rewind a vintage singlecoil in a Strat. Issue November 12, It's a crime to cut pickup leads
this short! Video L. Issue February 17, Moneytalk: Quickly installing an acoustic pickup In our
Money Talk series about operating a repair business, Dan Erlewine tallies up the time and
expenses of a profitable pickup installation job. Issue 87 May 14, New pickups and new sound,
with Golden Age Prewired Pickguards Erick Coleman responds to a tech call emergency: "This
guitar sounds bad, and I'm supposed to record with it tomorrow night! Issue June 02, No sound
from your guitar? Let's talk about short circuits Issue July 05, None of your beeswax? Potting
pickups with paraffin. Erick Coleman answers a frequently-asked question: how and why to
wax-pot a pickup. Issue 32 May 31, One dead string driving me crazy! Transducer trouble
Product Instructions I Pre-Wired Speaker Harness Instructions These instructions show you the
proper way to hook up your speakers using the pre-wired harnesses. Issue 58 April 03, Save
time and money with Dan's pickup wiring tips Dan Erlewine's upgrading an inexpensive guitar
with replacement pickups. Issue April 29, Simple guitar wiring: DIY mods to expand your
guitar's tone Erick Coleman shares some tips for modifying your guitar wiring: easy mods that
give you a new tonal range. Issue 52 January 10, Single-coil buzzkill: the why and how of
electric guitar shielding. Erick Coleman talks about the causes of buzzes and electrical noise,
and how to beat them. Issue November 06, Swapping pickup covers on a rare lefty Lucille
Making new pickups look old: Brand new pickups looked too shiny in this guitar that had seen a
lot of gigs. Issue 79 January 22, This eBay pickup's a bargain, if you do a bobbin transplant
Erick Coleman's used pickup sounds great, but a broken baseplate makes it useless unless this
bobbin transplant works. Issue 4 November 16, Two ways to fix a Telecaster's wobbly input jack
If you play a Telecaster, you've probably experienced a loose input jack. What is a
potentiometer and how does it work? How is a volume pot wired. What is a capacitor and how
does it work? Product Instructions I Understanding Guitar Wiring: Introduction An introduction
to guitar wiring, including how different components work and how they work together. Issue
June 07, Upgrading an inexpensive semi-hollowbody with P sound Erick Coleman installs P
soapbar pickups into the dogear pickup frames on an Epiphone Casino. Issue January 28,

Upgrading control pots: choosing the right pots and knobs Lots of low-cost guitars play great,
even though the manufacturers cut costs on hardware and electronics. Issue 18 February 22,
Upgrading the electronics in a "Less Paul" Erick Coleman answers tech questions from
StewMac customers, and here he answers a popular one: How do I soup-up this low-priced
guitar? Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees traditionally used to make
instruments. Shipping Region: Ukraine Learn More. Preorder Estimated ship date: February 26,
Make an Offer This seller is open to offers. Shipped From. Preferred Seller. Message Seller. Buy
with Confidence â€” Reverb Protection has you covered Live support from an expert team of
musicians Simple and straightforward returns A safe community for finding the gear you want.
About This Listing. What are you supposed to do if you need a professionally-built wiring
control harness for an Ibanez, Yamaha, ESP, Steinberger, Gretsch, Reville, Rickenbacker,
Mosrite, Carvin, or even a custom built instrument? You tell me what you want, where the
components go, and how far apart everything is - and I take it from there. Normally, all I need is
a photo of the instrument. Contact me with your specs for an estimate. See example photos of
recent custom builds! Note - if you do happen to need something for a more common guitar or
bass, like a Strat, Tele, P-Bass, or J-Bass - I have separate listings for those. This listing is for
the more oddball and completely custom stuff. More importantly - I can make it as weird as you
need it to be. If you can think it and it's electrically possible , I can wire it. Maybe you don't even
know what you need yet? That's fine - I can help there too. Shoot me a message and I'll be
happy to help guide you through the options to get you to your end goal. Not super comfortable
wiring up your pickups to pot lugs and switch terminals? No problem - I can pre-wire short wire
leads for your pickups, and then you just splice solder your pickup wires to those. I even
include heat-shrink tubing to cover the splice joint. Not even comfortable with that level of
soldering? Space allowing - I have a few different solderless terminal options available as well.
Or - ship me your pickups, I'll solder quick-connect mini plugs to your pickups and to the
harness, and then you literally just plug it all in when you get it back. Left-handed guitars and
basses typically come from the factory with standard pots - just wired backwards. I can
certainly build any harness that way for a Lefty, at no extra charge over the cost of a Righty. The
result is a level of control you've likely never had in any of your left-handed instruments.
Contact me with details of what you're looking for and I'll quote you a cost on a custom
assembly made to your personal specs! As with all of my custom-built harnesses - satisfaction
guaranteed, or send it back for a full refund. Check my Feedback - you won't be disappointed.
Product Specs. Condition Brand New New Brand New items are sold by an authorized dealer or
original builder and include all original packaging. Reviews of this Shop. Similar Products. Your
guide to the latest gear trends, demos, and deals. Sign up for the Reverb Newsletter: Subscribe.
By clicking Subscribe, I agree to the processing of my data in order to receive emails. Reverb
Gives Your purchases help youth music programs get the gear they need to make music.
Carbon-Offset Shipping Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees traditionally
used to make instruments. Oops, looks like you forgot something. Please check the fields
highlighted in red. Yes, that's correct Do not update. Brand New New Brand New items are sold
by an authorized dealer or original builder and include all original packaging. Prewired Control
Harness. Guitar Pickups Bass Pickups. United States. Wiring Harnesses. Control Plates. This
5-Way wiring harness is a great upgrade for your guitar. Unlock the tone that greatly influenced
the sound of rock with one of This schematic features a treble bleed, neck tone, and bridge tone
so you can dial in the sound you are after. True to Brewster's style, there is no tone control for
the middle pickup. The configurations this This pre-wired, drop-in piece is built to completely
clean up your tone and let the full quality of your pickups shine through. This control plate is
the ultimate upgrade to polish and improve your tone. Components 1 - Chrome Control Our
control plate is the ultimate upgrade to polish and improve your tone. Components 1 - Chrome
Control Plate The center knobs works as a volume bleed for your middle pickup. This allows
you to dial in the middle pickup regardless of where the 3-way This control plate works like a
standard 5-way switch. We use top notch components in our builds to make sure that your
wiring. Don't let factory wiring stand in the way of your full bass tone - upgrade to this D
Custom PB Based on Jonny Greenwood's setup, it features a push pull pot for coil splitting, a
seriously awesome kill switch, and a TBC Treble Bass Cut master tone control. The TBC is a
This loaded pickguard has so many great tonal characteristics to choose from. This kit includes
the exact same components found in our industry-leading wiring harnesses. We know quality
components make a huge impact on the sound and feel of your guitar. Because of that, we have
spared no expense to ensure that the components in our kit are Handy with an iron? DIY Wiring
Kits. The same gear used in all of our builds Components. SKU: mtkc. Availability: in stock
Many in stock Out of stock. Product successfully added to your shopping cart. View Cart.
Added to cart successfully! Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in

a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed.
Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get
the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information ss Contact seller. Visit store. See other items
More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer.
Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove
from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Brooklyn, New
York, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. Estimated between Fri. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that has been used previously. The item may have
some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended. This item may
be a floor model or store return that has been used. See all condition definitions - opens in a
new window or tab Read more about the condition. Great rare and vintage Fender parts!
Harness is period correct Blackguard Telecaster-Esquire. Codes visible on one pot are "K ".
Meaning this pot was made by Stackpole during the 21st week of The other pot code is covered
in solder but the pot is identical to the other in every way. One potentiometer has a reading of K
and the other reads K. Meaning both are K pots. The cap has a reading of. The components are
currently wired in a volume and tone configuration. Will require a common ground, a jack, and
pickups or switch will need to be added. Please look at the pictures and feel free to ask if you
have any questions! We ship internationally but cannot falsify shipping documents. Thanks for
looking,,. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified
shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping
method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No
additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There
are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country.
Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable
at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the
eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment
methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Used: An item that has been used previously.
International Priority Shipping. Skip to main content. Related: telecaster control plate telecaster
wiring harness k telecaster wiring harness humbucker telecaster loaded control plate telecaster
pickups fender telecaster wiring harness telecaster wiring kit telecaster pickguard telecaster
wiring harness 4 way les paul wiring harness telecaster wiring harness solderless. Include
description. Fender 1 Items 1. Unbranded 3 Items 3. Bourns 1 Items 1. Custom 1 Items 1. Golden
Age 1 Items 1. Not Specified 28 Items To Fit. Electric Guitar 14 Items Acoustic Electric Guitar 1
Items 1. Not Specified 20 Items China 3 Items 3. United States 8 Items 8. Not Specified 24 Items
Silver 4 Items 4. Orange 3 Items 3. Black 1 Items 1. Gold 1 Items 1. White 1 Items 1. Not
Specified 25 Items Switch 4 Items 4. Not Specified 31 Items New 29 Items Used 2 Items 2. For
parts or not working 4 Items 4. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings
Accepts Offers Auction 2. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used For
parts or not working. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Buy It Now.
Almost gone. Last one. Benefits charity. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about your

eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number
of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping
options and costs. All the parts you'll need, plus a diagram to show you how. The premium kit
features cloth-covered push-back wireâ€”the right wire for Fender and vintage-style guitar
circuitry. The pots in this kit are upgraded to CTS brand for longer life and a smoother, more
accurate response. The materials in this package are high quality and easy to work with. The
only complaint I have is that the wiring diagram didn't exactly match to components shipped
specifically the pilot for the 3 way switch. This kit did the trick - it once again sounds great with
no buzz. The kit came with a good schematic, but I mainly just copied the connections that were
originally there. I have a good soldering iron and have soldered before, but I'm certainly no
expert, and it was an easy reconnect for me. It came with a wrong component, but Stewmac
sent the replacement quickly at no cost. Great customer service. The new wiring kit makes my
tele sing! I got these parts for a Telecaster body I picked up at a good deal. It is a MIM body. I
replaced it with the Switchcraft jack that Stew-Mac provided and problem solved. I now have
spare parts for my other Tele if that one has electronic issues. I bought to see if it would make a
difference on the tone of my CV Butterscotch Tele. I love playing that guitar and since I bought
it used figured a little upgrade might help. And it helped big time. Although I had never done any
soldering it took a bit and maybe not the prettiest but it all worked perfectly. No comparison in
quality with the cheap innards on the CV versus the premium kit - you can see, feel and really
hear the difference. I didn't change pickups so all improvement in tone is a result of better
switches, etc. Great improvement for minimal dollars. Today I swapped out the cheap
components in my Tele kit with this package. I'm very pleased with the results. Huge sound
improvement and the high quality components feel great and function well. The Stew Mac wiring
diagram was easy to follow. A fun project with bug results! My order was apparently lost in
mail.. I called stewmac.. Good service, good parts. The only thing that would have made it better
is if they had sent someone along to install the things. My favorite place for all parts musical.
Quality pots, switches and caps. Does not come with heat shrink tubing. Make sure you take a
look at both the diameter of the pots in this kit, and the holes in your guitar, as you may need
metric sized pots. The kit comes with a little extra length in the wires so if you use them
sparingly you should have enough for a backup. A diagram is included though it may be easier
to follow a video tutorial should you ever have difficulty. All in all has all you need, just double
check dimensions and diameters first. We Ship Worldwide! Premium Wiring Kit for Telecaster
Item In stock, ready to ship! Add to Cart Save to Wishlist. Write a review 4. Feedback
Comments. Our mobile site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your
feedback below Your Name. Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document. Shaft diameter. Thread
height. Required mounting hole diameter. Please, follow these basic instructions to place your
order: Add only the numerical characters of the Item Number. Description and pack size will be
displayed. You will be presented with a list of items after entering 3 digits, select one of them.
Suggestions are welcomed, please contact us! My cart. My Cart. Click here to see your
shopping cart. Click here for current lead times. Tell a Friend. There's no words to describe the
highest level of quality we provide with our wiring kits and components. Bring your guitar to life
with our smooth custom taper CTS potentiometers and creamy sounding oil filled Vitamin T
capacitors for a vast improvement over your stock electronics! Designed specifically with k
pots for Telecasters with a humbucker or P in the neck and a single coil in the bridge. It uses a k
resistor in series with the single coil bridge pickup to give the single coil a k load, while giving
the humbucker it's proper k load. Reviews Name: Oz Rating: 5 Superb wiring harness! I am
blessed with a Tele that has an outstanding bridge pickup, but I was dying to put a humbucker
in the neck. I was at a crossroads with what type of pot setup to use. All K? Nah, would darken
the heck humbucker. Nah, would throw off the tone of the princely bridge pickup already
installed. I was worried about how it would sound, but I was just floored by how well this works.
Wide sweep for volume and tone. A million stars!!! Flat Top Knurled Knob Chrome 5. Flat Top
Knurled Knob Nickel. Fender '72 Tele Deluxe Tone Knob. Follow Us. Log Out Log In. Amp Parts.
Mojotone Pickups. Mojotone Artists. Holiday Sales. New Products. Blackout Amps. Mojotone
Amp Kits. Ready to drop into your guitar! Bonus: Both black barrel and top-hat switch knobs
are included! The template holds the components correctly so the finished harness fits neatly
into the guitar's wiring cavity. You simply solder your pickup lead wires to the harness. Got
questions? Call or email us. A friendly gearhead will be happy to help! I've bought a couple of
these this year, and every time am pleased with the quality and construction. Excellently wired
and ready to go. Very well assembled. Gives the sound I expected on a Tele. The tone pot is
excellent for giving a wide range of tone from 1 to 10, not just two tones as on many tone pots
I've used. I hate to solder electronics, but this set does most of the work for you with great
components. My only minor request would be to add a short ground wire so that I could solder

the ground wires to a wire instead of the back of the pot. Exactly as described and was shipped
quick! I'm pretty handy with a soldering iron, but the price was right for the time I had on a Jay
Turser Tele upgrade. The ol
mitsubishi ws a55
3400 sfi engine
2002 dodge durango repair manual
d pots were micro garbage so I was a little concerned about the cavity clearance but this
dropped right in. The volume pot is so precise I didn't realize what I was missing. Worth every
penny. The controls were changed in less than 5 minutes, fast and easy. Instructions were clear.
I purchased this for a Squire Tele. It did not fit the face plate or knobs. The switch came with
larger screws that were set a hair or two farther apart. It was easy enough to enlarge the switch
and pod holes so everything fit. The good news is they look nicer than the old ones. We Ship
Worldwide! Close Overlay. In stock, ready to ship! With 4-way Oak Grigsby Switch Item Add to
Cart Save to Wishlist. Worth every penny! Write a review 4. Feedback Comments. Our mobile
site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your feedback below Your Name.
Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document. Pickguard slot required for the lever. Shaft
diameter. Threaded portion height. Required mounting hole diameter.

